
 

Teacher: Mrs White 

Teacher: Mr Palmer 

Important class dates: 

Inset days:  

Friday 20th November 

Friday 11th December 

PE:  Tuesdays 

Topic: This term our topic question is: Where did my rock come from and how can I use it? 

History: Term 2 will see the Year 3s taking a trip through time as a simple rock. We will be 

study the Stone Age, Iron Age and finally the Bronze Age from the viewpoint of a rock. We will be 

asking how did these early human civilisations live? What did they eat? How did the invent tools? 

Science: In our science lessons, we will look at how rocks are formed and identify them in 

our environment. We will then become scientists conducting experiments and investigations to clas-

sify our rocks by their properties. By the end of the term,  we will be following in the footsteps of 

Mary Annings and becoming amateur palaeontologists.  

Term Two !!!! 

What a great term Year 3 had last term. All 

our parents should be pleased at how well 

their children have transitioned to Year 3. 

How can Term 2 beat that? Well, we have a 

great deal of learning and fun to be had. 

This term we will be continuing our Forest 

School sessions. We will be preparing for 

our Christmas events and we still have a few 

surprises up our sleeve.  

What can you do at home to help? 

Do some research on Mary Annings and fos-

sils. Watch the Horrible History videos on the 

Savage Stone Age  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDDlhCtIdQ4 

Practise your timetables by rolling your num-

bers like the children in this video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dHESwfaU0CE&t=3s 

Books we are reading: 

Pebble in My Pocket Meredith Hooper 

Moon Man Tomi Ungerer 

Our Celebrated Author this term is:  

Meredith Hooper—Non fiction Writer 

 

The habits for November 

and December are Hopeful 

and Joyful. 

We will be encouraging the 

children to think about 

how we can work for a 

better tomorrow and how 

we can be positive people 

who help others to be the 

same. 


